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Introduction. The recent work of Kan (cf. [l; 2]) develops homotopy

theory in the context of abstract semi-cubical theory. When one tries to com-

bine this with homology theory an unfortunate fact intervenes: The "models"

(defined in analogy to Definition 3 below) turn out not to be acyclic. [To see

this, consider the 1-dimensional model, generated by an element k, say, in

dimension 1. Then, using the notation of Appendix II below, c = (o-i+ct2)k is

easily seen to be a 2-cycle. All boundaries of 3-dimensionaI elements are

doubly degenerate. Hence c can neither bound nor be homologous to a cycle

with a "vertex" as carrier. ]

For this and other reasons it seems desirable to use semisimplicial rather

than semi-cubical theory. The modifications to be made in Kan's scheme are

evident except for one rather awkward theorem which becomes necessary

in the treatment of homotopy extension and fibre spaces. The present paper

fills this gap (Theorems 3 and 3*).

Kan introduces into abstract semi-cubical theory a condition (the "exten-

sion axiom," here referred to as the "Kan condition," see §2 below) which

expresses within the framework of this theory the geometric fact that the

boundary of a cube minus any of its faces is a retract of the cube; and shows

that this condition is all that is needed in homotopy theory.

The semi-simplicial analogy is obvious: but is not so immediately applica-

ble to questions of homotopy since one has to begin by translating a condi-

tion relating to a "simplex" into one relating to a "prism."

Following a suggestion of S. Eilenberg, however, we deal here with the

general case corresponding to the introduction into the theory of arbitrary

products of models. This leads to an abstract scheme (supercomplexes) in

which homotopy can be dealt with and the theory of fibre spaces and the

spectral sequence given in [3] becomes immediately applicable; the idea of

defining fibre-spaces in the manner of §3 below, an immediate adaptation to

the present context of the definition due to J.-P. Serre, was first suggested

by D. Kan.
I am indebted to the referee who pointed out that my original version of

Definition 8 below was unnecessarily restrictive.

1. Supercomplexes.

Definition 1. A semisimplicial complex A is a set graded by non-negative

integers (the subset with graduation n being denoted by An) together with

functions
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di-.An-^An-i \n Si 1, 0 g i g »),

5i:^n-^^n+i (n Si 0, 0 ^ t ^ n)

which satisfy the following:

d.-dy = dj-idi (i < j),

diSj = Sj-xdi (i <j),

(1)                                                          = (identity) (i = j or j + 1),

= Sjdi-i (i > j + 1),

SiSj = SjSi-i (i > j)-

The graduation is called the dimension.

If A, B are semisimplicial complexes, then a function/: A—>B such that

fA„EB»,fdi = dif,fSi = Sif is called a semisimplicial map. Semisimplicial com-

plexes and maps form a category denoted by S.

The notations d,- are ambiguous; we should write d?: ^4„—>^4n-i, but shall

always dispense with this. A composition of 6Ys and Sj's is called a semi-

simplicial operator. A symbol such as

*<„ ■■■**! d>, • • • 9y„

can thus stand for an infinity of operators according to the dimension of the

intended argument: this dimension is referred to as the domain of the oper-

ator. We shall also call q— p the height of the above operator.

Lemma 1. Every semisimplicial operator can be written uniquely in the form

Siq- ■ • S(l dy, • • •  djp

where

ii < ■ ■ ■ < iq,       ji < • • ■ < jP.

(The cases q = 0, p =0 are included and must be interpreted in the obvious

way.)

The proof is easy, using relations (1).

Definition 2. Let A, B be semisimplicial complexes. The cartesian prod-

uct A XB is a semisimplicial complex defined by (A XB)n = AnXBn, where the

last symbol stands for the set-theoretical product, and

dt(a X b) = (d(a X dtb) (a £ An, b £ Bn),

Sj(a X b) = (sja X Sjb).

If /: A-^Al, g: B-^B1 are semisimplicial maps, the semisimplicial map

fXg: AXB->AlXB! is defined by (fXg)(aXb) = (faXgb).
Definition 3. For every wSiO we define a semisimplicial complex A" (the

"w-dimensional model") as follows: Let S" be a symbol. Then AJ is to be the set
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consisting of all symbols <pon where  cp is any semisimplicial  operator of

height k — n and domain ra; we define

bi(tfr) = (o>)5",

Si(<p5n) = (s«p)6\

Lemma 1 allows us to survey easily the elements of A".

Let A be any semisimplicial complex and aEAn. A unique semisimplicial

map

5:An—>j4

is defined by a; namely

a(<p8n) = <pa.

In particular we define

gi:AB-1->A" (Ogi^ »).

i7i:A0+1->AB (0 g i ^ m)

by

7,«'5"+i = Sidn.

The symbols 9', 5*, e*, 17* are now related exactly as in [4], where F is written

for our d, and D ior our 5.

Definition 4. Let A be a semisimplicial complex and («i, • • ■ , ra*) (k^l)

an ordered set of non-negative integers. We define A (m, ■ ■ ■ , ra*) to be the

set of all semisimplicial maps

w:A"i X • • • XA"»->4;

we shall call k the order and rai+ • • • +M* the dimension of ra. We define

di'.A(ni, • • ■ , »(_i, m(, »(+i, • • • , nk)

—> ̂ 4(»i,  •  •  ■   , M(-l, Mi —   1,  M,+ i,  •  •  ■   , M4)

by

d!« =«o(lX---XlXe<XlX---Xl)

where the c-' occurs in the ith place; l^t^k; 0^i^nt. A similar definition

(using 17*) is given for s\.

These operators satisfy the following identities:

The operators for a given / satisfy the relations (l).\

Operators with differing / commute. '
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The proof is obvious.

The union of the sets A («i, • • • , «&) together with the operators we have

defined we denote by (PA.

If /: A^>B is a semisimplicial map, we define

(?f:<?A -XP.B

by

(S>f)u = fu.

Definition 5. A set graded by ordered sets of non-negative integers and

provided with operators satisfying (2) is called a supercomplex; a function

/: A—tB, where A, B are supercomplexes, which preserves graduation and

commutes with all operators is called a super-map.

The category of supercomplexes and super-maps is denoted by (PS.

It is easily seen that (P can be regarded as a covariant functor

(P:S-> (PS;

in particular, for any map/ of S, (Pf is a super-map.

Let A be a semisimplicial complex. The correspondence a—>5 defined

earlier is clearly 1 — 1 and onto; also, if a£^4„ then dEA(n) and

3,-a = did.,       sta = Si&

as is easily seen. Thus, identifying a with a, di, Si with d,1, st, we can identify

An with A(n) and thus regard A as a subset of (PA; in other words:

Theorem 1. ^4«y semisimplicial complex A can be regarded as the subset of

order 1 of the supercomplex (PA.

2. Kan condition.
Definition 6. Let A be a supercomplex and (nx, ■ ■ ■ , ni) an ordered set

of integers. For each integer x, 1 ^x^k, let nx>0 and ex be some subset of

[«*](')• For each iEex let v*EA(nu • ■ ■ , »*_i, nx — l,n*+i, • • ■ , «*) be given.

The (indexed) set S= {v*\ 1 t^x^k, iEet} is said to be consistent if

X X XX . . .xx

diVj = dj^Vi (i < J, vh Vj E S),

dflj = dfli (x 9* y, vit Vj E S).

The faces of any vEA(nlt n2, ■ ■ ■ , nk) form a consistent set.

Definition 7. Let the notation be as in Definition 6 and let ax= [nx] — ex.

If, given the set S, there is vEA(ni, • ■ ■ ,nk) such that

dtv = vt whenever Vi E S

(') [n] denotes the set {0, 1, 2, • • • , »}.
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then we say that A satisfies the condition ZC(rai, ai\ ■ ■ ■ ; ra*, a*).

We shall sometimes call v\ the "given faces" and djV, i^y^k, jEay, the

"missing faces."

Definition 8. The supercomplex A will be called a Kan-complex (or said

to satisfy the Kan condition) if it satisfies K(ni, oi; • • • ; «*, a*) whenever

k ̂  1 and

(i) ra^O, l^x^k;

(ii) There is at least one x, l^x^k, such that ax is a nonempty proper

subset of [nx].

Putting k = l, di = d] (as in Theorem 1) these definitions apply to semi-

simplicial complexes.

The rest of this paper is largely devoted to the proof of the following two

theorems:

Theorem 2. Let A be a semisimplicial complex satisfying K(n; {o}) and

K(n; {«}) for all ra>0. Then A satisfies Kan's condition.

An analogous theorem in the case of the semi-cubical theory is due to

Kan, cf. [1; 2].

Theorem 3. If the semisimplicial complex A satisfies Kan's condition, so

does the supercomplex (?A.

The proof of Theorem 3 will be given in Chapter 5; that of Theorem 2 fol-

lows now. It begins with two lemmas:

Lemma 2. Let ra>0 and a£[ra] be a nonempty subset containing at most

M — l integers, let t £ [ra ] — a and let a' £ [n — 1 ] be obtained from a by decreasing

all integers >i by 1. If the semisimplicial complex A satisfies K(n; a) and

K(n — 1; a') i then it also satisfies K(n; aU {i}).

Proof. Let the set S= {v,\v,EAn-i, jE [ra]—a— {i} } be consistent. De-

fine
w, = di-iv,   when   / < i, j £ [n] — a

= diVj+i   when   / S: i, j + 1 £ [n] — a.

It is easily verified that {w,\jE \n — I}— a'} is consistent. Hence, by

K(n — 1; a'), there is v,EAn such that w,=djVi, jE[n — l]— a'. Then it is

easily verified that SWi;,- is consistent. Hence, by K(n; a) there is ^£^4„+i

such that Vj = d,v, jE[n]—a.

Lemma 3. Let ra>0 and z£ [ra]. Let A be a semisimplicial complex which

satisfies

(i) K(m; c) for every m<n and every nonempty proper subset c of [m].

(ii) K(n; {2})._

Then it also satisfies K(n; b) where b is any nonempty proper subset of [ra]

such that zEb.
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Proof. Let p be the number of elements in b. If p = l, b= {z}, and K(n; b)

is given. Now we use an induction on p. Thus, let p>l, *£i>, i^z. Let

a = b— {i}. Then, by the inductive hypothesis and (i), K(n; a) and K(n — 1;

a') are true, where a' means the same as in Lemma 2. Hence K(n; a\j{i})

= K(n; b) is true.

In view of Lemma 3, Theorem 2 will be proved, by an induction on n, if,

supposing that A satisfies K(n; {o}) and K(n; {n}) for all w>0 as well as

(i) of Lemma 3, then it also satisfies K(n; {z}) for z£ [«].

For z = 0, z = n, this is clear. For 0<z<«, we use an induction on z. Thus,

let Vo, ■ ■ • , vz-i, vz+i, ■ ■ ■ , vnEA„-i be given, and consistent.

We begin by finding

W0, Wx, ■ ■ ■ , w„ E An

which are to satisfy the consistency condition as well as

d„Wi = Vi    if    i j£ z.

We define wn = sn-iVn. Suppose now that W; has been found for k<i^n where

k>z. Then wk has to satisfy

djWk = dfcWy+i = My say

for k^j<n; as well as

dnwk = vk = un say.

It is easily verified that w*+i, • • • , «„£^4„_i satisfy the consistency condi-

tion; hence (due to Lemma 3 in the case z = 0) the required wk exists.

Thus, we find wz+1, • • • , wn.

Next, suppose that Wi has also been found for 0^i<Kz. Then Wi must

satisfy

diWi = di^xWi = Ut say, for 0 ^ i < I < z,

djWi = diWj+1 = Uj say, for z ^ j < n,

dnwi = vi = un say.

It is easily seen that Uo, • ■ ■ , Mj_i, uz, ■ ■ ■ , u„EAn-i satisfy the consistency

condition. Hence (due to Lemma 3 with z — 1 in place of z and the inductive

hypothesis) the required wt exists.

Finally, wz must satisfy

diW2 = 32_iWi = Ui say for 0 ^ i < z,

djW2 = dzWj+i = Uj say for z ^ / < n,

where, again, m0, • • • , w„_i£^4„_i satisfy the consistency conditions. Hence,

by K(n; {«}), the required wz exists.

Hence, by K(n +1, {n +1}), there is u EA n+i such that
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diU = Wi   where   0 ^ i ^ m.

Let v = dn+iu. Then, for iE[n]— {z}

diV = didn+iU = d„diU = dnWi = Vi,

and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

3. Fibre maps.

Definition 9. Let A, B be supercomplexes and/: .4—>ZJ a super-map.

We say that/ satisfies the condition K(ni, Oi; • • • ; »*, a*) (cf. Definitions

6 and 7 for the notation) if the following is true: Given the set 5 satisfying

the same conditions as in Definitions 6 and 7 and given also w£Z>(rai, • • • , ra&)

such that

d{u = fvi whenever   Vi £ S

then there is vEA(ni, • • • , nk) such that

XX X

d,z> = Vi whenever   Vi £ S

and fv = u.

Definition 10. We say that the super-map/: A—*B is a fibre map if it

satisfies the condition K(m, tti; • • • ; «*, a*) whenever conditions (i) and (ii)

of Definition 8 are true.

With the identification of Theorem 1, these definitions apply in an obvi-

ous way to the case of semisimplicial maps.

Theorem 2*. Let f be a semisimplicial map satisfying K(n; {o}) and

K(n; {ra}) for all ra > 0. Then f is a fibre map.

Theorem 3*. If the semisimplicial map f is a fibre map, so is the super-map

Of.

Only a few words need be added to the proof of Theorem 3 below in

order to get Theorem 3*.

The proof of 2*, similarly, is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2

above: In the proof of Lemma 2, note that we are also given u such that

fv, = d,u. Hence fw,=di_ifv, = di-id,u=dj(diu) when j<i and fwj=difvj+i
= didj+iu=dj(diu) when j^i. Hence, again, vt exists, satisfying /p, = d,w.

Nothing is changed in the proof of Lemma 3, but similar additions must

be made in the main proof. We have given a U such that fvt = dt U; and we

require of the Wi the additional condition fwi = diSnU. Thus/wn= U, and the

required w„ exists by an application of Lemma 3 with 2 = 0; (not even wn can

be "written down" in this case). Similar "additional requirements" are easily

written down in the rest of the proof, and the u we finally obtain satisfies

fu = snU. Hence fv=fdn+iU = dn+iSnU= U, as required.

Theorem 3* applies, in particular, to the "prisms" of A(l,n) and .4(1, l,ra).
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This makes it possible to apply the entire theory of the spectral sequence of

[3] to the case of semisimplicial fibre-spaces. The use of the "cubical"

terminology will be explained in Appendix II below.

4. Partitioning.

Definition 11 (cf. [4]). Let

T   =   (vx,   •  •  •   , Vq; Hx,  •  •  •   , Mj>)

be a permutation of [p+c/ —l] such that vx< • • • <v„ ux< • ■ • <up. Then

we call r a (p, q) shuffle. With t we associate the semisimplicial operators

Sy SyqSVq_j    '    *    *    Sy^,

Sn       SppSn- _j 5^x.

With the (p, q) shuffle t we can also associate the element

8T     = (sr5 , s/) £ A   X A (cf. Chapter 1).

Lemma 4. Every element of ApXA« has the form (pS"^q, where <p is a suita-

ble semisimplicial operator, and r is some (p, q) shuffle.

Proof. Using relations (1), any semisimplicial operator can be written

(in several ways!) in the form

Oy, • • • Oy„   Sik • • • 5i,

where

jx < ■ ■ ■ < ja,        ix < • ■ • < ib-

Hence, any element of ApXA9 has the form

X =   (dy, • • • djaSu ■ ■ • 5,,6p, dh ■ • • duSkd ■ • ■ Skfi")

where jx< • • • <ja, ii< ■ ■ • <h, h< • • • <h, ki< ■ ■ ■ <kd- If jx = h,
x=djlx', where the number of d's occurring in the expression of x' is less (by

2) than that in x. If jx<lx, say, notice that

di, = dhdj1sji = dj1dil+1Sjl

and x=djlx' where the expression for x' contains one less d than that for*.

Continuing this way, any element of APXA« is obtained by successive bound-

ary operations from an element of the form

, (ii < • • • < h,
X =  (Sa • • • Sijv, Skd- • ■ Skfi11) <

\kx <  • • ■   < kd.

Again, if any i equals any k, the corresponding 5 can be "brought in front"

and then be "taken outside."

Hence any element can be obtained by applying simplicial operations to

an element of the above form, where the i's and &'s are all distinct. Now,

we must have
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p + b = q + d=N, say;

ii < ■ ■ ■ < ib < N,        ki < ■ ■ • < kd < N.

Now, suppose in the interval 0, 1, • • • , TV—1 there is any number, wsay,

which is neither an i nor a k. Then x =dn+ix', where x' has the same form as x,

all the i'sand ^'s above n having been increased by l.and then5„, 5n+irespec-

tively having been inserted.

In this way, finally we can restrict ourselves to elements x of the above

form for which ii, • ■ • , h, k\, • • ■ , ka is a permutation of the integers from

0 to IV-1. But then

b + d = N = p + b = q + d.

Hence b = q, d=p; and the lemma is proved.

It follows from Lemma 2 that, given a semisimplicial complex A, a map

/:A"XA3—fA is uniquely defined by the elements fbpT+t = ar, say, for every

(p, g)-shuffle r. If the elements aTEA are to define such a map it is necessary

and sufficient that

6\a„ = d,aT

whenever

di5,     = d,oT   .

The required information is contained in Lemma 5.

Let t = (vi, • • • ,vq, p.i, ■ • • , Up) be a given (p, g)-shuffle, let 0^i^p+q,

O^r^q, O^s^p. We say that the ordered set (i, r, s) is of r-type 1, 2, 3 or 4

according as

vT + 1 < i < vr+i (or i < vi, if r = 0, i > vq + I if r = q)

i = p,     (or i = up + 1 = p + q, r = q, s = p),

H, + 1 < i < /j.,+1 (or i < pi, if 5 = 0, i > p + 1 if 5 = p)

i = vT     (or i = vq + 1 = p + q, s = p, r = q),

3. i = v, = u. + 1,

4. i = p, = vT+ 1.

It is clear that, given r and i, r and 5 exist so as to fulfill the conditions

of exactly one of these 4 cases; thus we can say that i is of exactly one of the

4 r-types.

If i is of r-type 1, we define the (p — 1, o)-shufrle r/i by

r/i = (vu ■ ■ • , vT, vr+\ — I, ■ ■ • ,vq — I; pu • • ■ , m,_i, m*+i — 1, • • ; up — 1)

and if i is of r-type 2, we define the (p, q — l)-shufrle r/i by

r/* = (Vl, • • • , Vr-l, vr+i — 1, • • • , vq — 1, Mi, • • • , P., u*+i — 1, • • • , Pv — 1).
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With these notations the following are easily verified:

(3) di8PT+" = (t* X l)8%?~\Case 1),

di8PT+" =(1X e^Cr1 (Case 2),

3  St7*9   _    / . /

(4) • • • J^-iSe..! • - ' ^i5') (Cases 3 and 4).

If (i, r, s) is of r-type 3 or 4, p, and pr are consecutive integers; we define

the (p, e/)-shuffle r(i) by exchanging the values of u, and vT. Thus, if (i, r, s)

is of r-type 3 (4), then it is of r(i) type 4 (3); and r(i)(i) =r; and from (4) it

is clear that

(5) di8r =   didr(i).

Lemma 5. Let a, t be (p, q)-shuffles and let

, j-P+9        ., xp+«did,     = dydr    .

Then i =j and

(i) if i is of a-type 1 or 2, r=a,

(ii) if i is of a-type 3 or 4, r = cr or a(i).

The proof of this lemma is tedious, and given in Appendix I. Notice that

it expresses (essentially) the fact that the partition of APXA« by the 5J+? is

a pseudomanifold.

With every (p, 2)-shuffle r we associate the semisimplicial map r*:Ap+«

-»A"XA« given by r*5p+« = 5?+8.
Let A be a semi-simplicial complex and uEA(nlt ■ ■ ■ , nk), where &Si2.

For every (nx, «2)-shuffle t we define r*uEA(nx+n2, n3, • • • , «*) by

r*u = «o(r* X 1 • • • X 1):A»'+A"in» X--'XA»m4.

A short calculation transforms (3) and (5) into:

3,-t* = (T/i)*di-r if (i, r, s) is of r-type 1
(3*) 2

= (r/i)*a,_, if (i, r, s) is of r-type 2,

(5*) <V* = d)(r(i))* if i is of r-type 3 or 4.

The following is almost immediate:

(6) d\r* = r*dT ift> 1.

Lemma 6. (i) Given j, O^j^tii and an (nx — 1, n2) shuffle a, there is a unique

(nx, n2)-shuffle r and a unique i of r-type 1, such that a=r/i and d\r*=a*d).

(ii) Given j, 0^j^n2 and an (nx, n2 — l) shuffle a, there is a unique (nx, n2)-

shuffle t and a unique i of r-type 2, such that a=r/i, djr* =cr*r3_2.

(iii) If i is of r-type 3 or 4 and d\r* = d)a* then i =j and a=r or a=r(i).
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Proof, (i) The existence of r, i such that d\r* =a*d) is immediate from re-

lations (1); the uniqueness assertions follow from Lemma 5 and Equation 3*.

(ii) Similarly.

(iii)  From Lemma 5 and equation 5*.

5. Proof of Theorem 3. Let the set of integers nx, I ^x^k, nx>0 and the

subsets ax£[raj:] be given so as to satisfy the conditions of Definition 8.

The theorem will be proved by an induction on k: For k = l, there is nothing

to be proved, cf. Theorem 1. Now, we use the partition-operators r* of §4.

Our process is as follows: For each (m, ra2)-shuffle r we find t*v so as to

be compatible with all the given faces as well as those of the a*v which have

been found previously, cr being some other (rai, ra2)-shuffle; to prove the

existence of t*v we apply the inductive hypothesis to ^4(rai+ra2, n3, • • • , ra*).

In order to carry out this programme, we order the (mi, ra2)-shuffles lexi-

cographically; thus (we shall write nt=p, n2=q), if

t = (vu • • • , vq; mi, • • • , pP),

t' = (vl ,••• ,v£; ui , • • • , Up )

then we write t<t' if Vi=v\ for i<j and v,<v'j.

According to circumstances we shall take the various shuffles either in

lexicographical or in inverse lexicographical order. We must arrange matters

such that for each successive t*v to be found the "given" faces of at least one

type (i.e., belonging to one x) are a nonempty proper subset of all such faces.

If the x satisfying condition (ii) of Definition 8 also satisfies x>2, then by

Equation 6, this condition is satisfied for each t*v also, the integer in ques-

tion being x — l.

There remain the cases x = l, 2.

The first and last shuffles in the lexicographical order are

Tf = (0, 1, ■ • • , q - 1; q, q + 1, • • • , p + q - I),

n = (p, p + 1, • • • , p + q - 1; 0, 1, • • • , p - 1)

respectively. The successor of each (p, 5)-shuffle (except r;) is of the form r(i)

for some i; and so is the predecessor of each face except Tf. Hence, by Lemma

6, (iii), the required condition is satisfied, with x = l, by each successive t*v

that is determined, except possibly t,*v and ti*v.

We have, by equation 3*,

d\rf*  = (T,/i)*di 0£i&q-l,

= (Tf/i)*dU q+l^i^P+q,

diTt*   =  (r,/i)*d) 0 ^ * g P - 1,

= (T,/i)*d]_p P+lSi^P + g.

Let x = l (in condition (ii) of Definition 8).  Unless  [p]— tti={o}, t/*v has
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got a given face dj; and unless fli= {pj, ti*v has a missing face of type d\.

And we can proceed in lexicographical order. In the two excepted cases,

ti*v has a given face, and r*v a missing one: And we proceed in antilexi-

cographical order. The case x = 2 is similar.

Finally, in order to complete the inductive proof, we must show that at

each stage of the process all the "given faces" form a consistent set. This

involves us in some rather cumbersome computations. We deal with the

lexicographical case, the antilexicographical one being strictly analogous.

Thus, suppose we have the data of Definition 6, and that o*v has been

determined when o<r, in such a way that all consistency relations are satis-

fied.
We now make a list of the given faces of t*v, writing wt=dxT*v. If we

write such a symbol as v) we imply that it is one of the given faces.

Let (i, r, s) be of r-type 1; then w\=d\r*v = (T/i)*d\_Tv = (T/i)*v\_r if

»}_i is given. In this way we find 5 types of given faces:

I Wi = (r/i)*Vi-T if (i, r, s) is of r-type 1,
1 2

II Wi = (r/i)*Vi-, if (i, r, s) is of r-type 2,

III Wi = di(r(i))*v if r(i) < r and i is of r-type 3,

IV Wi = di(r(i))*v if r(i) < r and i is of r-type 4,

V Wi = r*v, if x > 1.

Lemma 6 ensures that this list is complete.

Now, if i is of r-type 4, t(i)>t; and hence case IV is impossible. Let

w\, wx belong to cases I and V, say. Then, associated with this pair is a con-

sistency relation of "type (I, V)." In this way we obtain 10 types of con-

sistency relation to verify:

(V, V): Letz>l,y>l, i<j.

xx x        z+X *-I+1   I+1 i-,3^1   I+1 -,1       *   I+1 -,1 x

diWj = dtr*Vj      = r*d,    Vj      = Trdj^xVi      = dy_ir*l\-      = dy_iW,.

xv x     v+l ^^x+1 "+1 *^"+1 I+1        ^y*     I+1       -,"   x
d{Wj = do-*Vj     = r*d;    Vj     = r*dj   Vi      = dj'rVi      = djW{.

(I, V): Let (*, r, s) be of r-type 1, x > 1.

diWXj = diT*vZj     = (r/i)*di-rVj     = (r/i)*dj   v,-r = dj(r/i)*Vi-r = flyif,-.

(II, V) is similar.

(Ill, V): Let i be of r-type 3, r(i) <r and x>l.

1     x 1   „   x+1 1 r+1 1   x xl    .     4       x    1

diWj = diT*Vj     = dir(i)*Vj     = didjr(i)*v = djdir(i)*vdjWi.

(I, I): Let (*, r, s), (j, t, u) both be of r-type 1, and i<j. Then i — r<j — t,

(i, r, s) is of r/j-type 1, (j — 1, t, u — 1) is of rA'-type 1 and r/j/i = r/i/j — 1; all

these statements are easily verified. Hence:
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diW, = di(r/j)*Vj-t = (r/j/i)*di-rVj-t

= (r/i/j - i)*d,-i-iVi-r

= 3j_i(r/t)*»,-_r = dj^iWi.

The case (II, II) is similar and the case (I, II) only very slightly different.

(I, III): Let i<j, let (i, u, t) he of r-type 1 and (j, r, s) of r-type 3. We

must distinguish 2 cases. First, let i<j — 1. Then the calculation runs as

follows:

d)w) = d]d)(T(j))*v = dUdl(r(j))*v

= d,Ur(j)/i)*vl» = d)-i((r/i)(j - 1))*»L

=  dy_i(r/*)*»;_„ =  dj-iWi.

The various verifications of "type" required in this computation are easily

made. Now, let i=j — l. Then the computation runs like this:

d\w) = did)(T(j))*V = dUdl(r(j))*V

=   dUdi(T(j)(i))*V   =   d)d)(T(j)(i))*V

=   d)(T(j)(i)/j)*V,^r  =   di(r/i)(i)*vlr

= di(r/i)*v,-r = d,-i(T/i)*Vi-r+i
1      1

= 6,-iWi.

Again, several verifications concerning "type" are left to the reader.

Under the heading (I, III) the case i>j is similar; and so are the calcula-

tions under (II, III).

(Ill, III): Let i<j and let i, j each be of r-type 3. Then it is easily seen

that, in fact, i<j — 1; and we compute:

d\w) = d\d)(r(j))*v = dUd)(T(j))*v

= dj-id)(r(j)(i))*v = d,^d\(T(i)(j))*v

= d)d)(T(i)(j))*v = d)dl,(T(i))*v

= d,-idi(r(i)*)v = dj-iWi.

It is essential for this computation that (r(i)(j))*v = (r(j)(i))*v should al-

ready have been determined: It is at this point that the lexicographical order

of determination is needed. This completes the discussion of consistency in

the lexicographical case; the antilexicographical one is obtained by exchang-

ing the roles of v and ju, types 1 and 2, 3 and 4, throughout.

6. Function spaces. In the homotopy theory of spaces, function spaces

play an important role. The semisimplicial analogue (originally suggested by

A. Heller) is given in Definition 12; Theorem 5 is the analogue of a well-known

theorem (due to J.-P. Serre) in the case of spaces.
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Definition 12. If X, Y are semisimplicial complexes, Yx is the semi-

simplicial complex defined as follows:

(i)  (Yx)q is the set of semisimplicial maps/:XXA«—>Y, and

(ii) if/:XXA^F, a,/:XXA"-1^Fand 5</:XXA«+'-^7 are defined by

Oif = /o (1 X €*),       Sif = fo(lXv{).

Theorem 4. // Y is a Kan-complex, so is Yx.

Theorem 5. Let X, Y be a semisimplicial complex, A a subcomplex of X

and let Y satisfy the Kan condition. Then the map p: YX—>YA given by pf

=f\AX&Q, where /:ATXA«—>F, is a fibre map.

To prove Theorem 4, we consider a nonempty set of less than q maps

fi:XxAq-1-^Y, O^i^q-1 such that d,/y = dy_i/,- when i<j. We have to con-

struct a map/:XxA«—>Fsuch that/i = d,/.

The only difference in proving Theorem 5 is that we must assume/| A XA5

to be already given.

If Q is any subset of X (not necessarily a subcomplex) we denote by (Q)

the subcomplex obtained by applying all suitable semisimplicial operators to

elements of Q.

We shall define f\ (Xn) XA3 by an induction on n.

To define/| (X0) XA«, it suffices to define/(y?_i • • • sis0x, 8") £ F for every

xEXq: and the possibility of doing this appropriately is easily seen to be

precisely the Kan condition on Y.

Suppose, then, that f\ (v„_i)XA« has been defined so as to satisfy the

required conditions, and let x£Ar„ be nondegenerate, i.e. x£(AT„_i). Also, in

the case of Theorem 5, let xEA. Let x:An—>X be defined as in Chapter 1, i.e.,

xb"=x. We define

Vi'.A'1 XA'^F (i = 0, ■ ■ ■   n),

Vj'.A   XA      —* Y (whenever/y is given)

by

v\ = fo(d\x X 1) =/o(xei X 1),

»i = fjO (x X 1).

The definition of v\ is legitimate, for the image of xe* lies in (X„_i). A simple

verification shows that the set {v}, v)} is consistent. Hence, by Theorem 3,

there is a map

V.A" X A" -> F, i.e. v £ Y(n, q)

such that
11 2 i

Vi = diV, Vj = d,v.

We now define/(x, r) =v(on, r) if r£AJ; more generally, if <p is any semi-
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simplicial operator of height t (cf. §1) we define

f(<px, r) = (<p v)(S    , r) if r £ An+t

where <pl denotes the operator obtained by replacing di by dj, ^ by sj in <p.

This defines/ on (x) XA".

A few straightforward verifications now show that / is a semisimplicial

map satisfying all our conditions; which moreover agrees with the inductively

given map on (X„_i) XA?.

Proceeding similarly with every nondegenerate element of Xn — A, our

induction is complete.

Appendix I: Proof of Lemma 3. Let a = (vlt • ■ • , vq; ui, ■ ■ ■ , Hv),

T=(vx,  ■ ■ ■ , vq\ jli,  ■  ■  ■ , MP).

(i) Let (*, r, s) be of cr-type 1. Then

O,0<r —     \Syq— 1    '    *    '    Syr + l^lSyr   ' '    Sy^Oi—rO     ,    Sfip—l    *    *    'Spg +j_ lSpg _j    '    *    *    S/^0   )

and it is easily seen that dy5J+" has a different type of expression unless

(j, f, s) is of r-type 1. Hence, by Lemma 1, (j, f, s) is of r-type 1.

If O^i^p+q define Xc(i) =i — t where t is the largest integer such that

vt<i(2). Clearly i^j implies Xc(i)^Xc(j). If (i, r, s) is of r-type 1, Xa(i)

= i — r; hence by Lemma 1 and the expressions for dibva+Q, djb*+i we must

have X,(i) =i—r=j — f = Xr(j). Now suppose f<r. Then j<i and, again by

Lemma 1,

vi = Vi vy+x = vf+i — 1 vr+i = ?r+i

Vr  =   Vr Vr  =   VT  —   1 Vq  =   Vq

Also, Xc(i)=X.(i-l) + l^X,(j+l) + l>X„(j), for j<Vt+i = Vt+i + 1i%Vt+1
<i whence j+l^i — 1. Since Vr = v-T, v-r+i = v-r+i — 1 Sij we have X,(j)=j — f

= XT(j). Hence XT(j) <X„(i), and we have a contradiction. Similarly f>r

is impossible, whence f = r and *=/. From which with Lemma 1, the result

is immediate. The case when i is of r-type 2 is proved similarly.

(ii) Let (i, r, s) be of r-type 3 or 4. Then again it is immediate that

(j, f, s) must also be of <r-type 3 or 4.

OA, =    Uos_i   •   •   •   Sai0   ,  J/}p_,   •   •   •   Sfffi  )

where

ctx = vx 0i = m

Otr-l   =   I'r-l |8,_i   =  Ht-1

ar = vr+x — 1 p\ = u,+1 — 1

ctq-x = vt — 1 pVi = Hp — 1

(2) t = 0 if i < vi.
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Since cr is a (p, q) shuffle we see that (ati, ■ ■ ■ , a3_i; ft • • • ft_i) is a permuta-

tion of [p+q — 2]— [i — 1}. Hence the index i — 1 is uniquely implied by a

knowledge of the ex's and fts i.e. (by Lemma 1) by di5£+a. Hence i—j.

Moreover, (a>i, ■ ■ • , aq-i; ft, • • • , ft_i) is obtained from (vu ■ ■ ■ , vq;

P-i, • • • , Up) by removing i—l and i and decreasing the integers >i by 1.

Hence (vu • • ■ , vq; pi, • ■ ■ , ftp) can differ from (j»i, • • ■ , vq; Ui, • ■ • , ptp)

only in respect of i and i — l. Hence r=cr or T=o(i).

Appendix II: Prisms. We write 1 = A1 and define Zr by P = I, I^1 = Z'X Z.

If A is a semisimplicial complex we shall write Ar,n for .4(1, ■ • • , 1, ra), i.e.

the set of semisimplicial maps ZrXAn—».4. By hi'.A(l, • ■ ■ , I, 0, 1, • • • , 1, ra)

—>Ar-i,n (where "0" stands in the ith place) we denote the obvious identifica-

tion. Then we define

X-:.4r,n-^r_i,n (« = 0, 1;1 ^ i£ r)

by

Xj = hidi-t

and

cn:Ar-i,n->Ar,n (1 ^ i ^ r)

by

Ci = So(hi)   .

Finally, we define 6\:.4r,n—>.4r,„_i, 5j:.4r,„—»-4r,„+i by dj=dj+1, 5j = 5j+1.

It is now easily verified that these operators satisfy all the conditions of

the "prismatic theory," cf. [3], Chapter III. In particular, putting ra = 0 and

ignoring d and 5 we obtain a semi-cubical theory: If A satisfies Kan's condition

so, by Theorem 3, does the resulting semi-cubical complex.

If we write r< for the (1, ra)-shuffle (0, • • • , i — l, i + l, • • ■ , ra; i)

(O^i^gra), we can define St = rf :AT,n—^4r-i,n+i, where we modify our earlier

process by combining the first and last index (using n), rather than the first

and second.

It is now an easy matter to verify all the relations given for the separtition

operators in Chapter III of [3]. (The relations involving boundaries are, of

course, special cases of 3*, 5*, 6 above).

We thus obtain the complete formalism of the semiprismatic theory of

[3], and in particular the theory of homotopy there given; cf. also Exp. 14 of

[5 ] where the same notion of semisimplicial homotopy is used.

Using Theorem 3, it is easy to prove a homotopy extension theorem for

Kan complexes, cf. [l; 2].
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